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Envivio Introduces a Break-Through All-Software Video Headend for Pay TV Providers
A Single Encoder for Linear and Multi-Screen Services Lowers Operating Costs, Energy Consumption
and Hardware Needs
SAN FRANCISCO, CA -- (Marketwired) -- 09/01/15 -- Envivio (NASDAQ: ENVI), a leading all-software video processing,
delivery, and monetization solutions company, will introduce a virtual, all-software headend to revolutionize the way video
providers, including satellite, terrestrial, cable TV, broadband and wireless IP networks, deliver live linear and multi-screen
video services to all screens, at IBC in Amsterdam.
With this innovation, video providers can now deliver traditional TV and multi-screen services from a single encoder,
significantly reducing their total cost of operations compared to a "silo" approach. Envivio's virtual headend is designed to
leverage cloud and IT tools to perform upgrades and updates, making any operator more agile.
Envivio's solution is performance optimized for Intel architecture, so the output quality is enhanced for every device and every
stream, whether it is SD, HD, or HDR UHD.
The operational improvements are delivered via three Envivio products:
●

●

●

Envivio Muse™
video software processor, which is available as software/virtual instance or embedded in a server. All
instances deliver the same high-quality and reliability. Muse supports MPEG-2, AVC, and HEVC, from SD to UHD with the
latest audio coding and advanced statistical rate control (SRC).
Envivio Spark, a new all-software multiplexer, which enables integration with legacy transmission equipment. As an
advanced IP gateway, it demodulates, descrambles, and de-multiplexes for signal reception and for distributing the live
channels over IP networks. As a multiplexer, it ingests the various channels over IP produced by the headend and
performs multiplexing, scrambling, and signal modulation as required for each type of signal transmission.
Envivio Guru™
network management system which monitors each service end-to-end, rather than providing the random
snapshot other network management systems offer.

Unlike the traditional headend, where a proprietary interface is required between the encoder and the multiplexer, there is no
interface with Envivio: a control module is embedded in Envivio Muse. Envivio's exclusive advanced statistical multiplexing
technology requires 1Mbps (30% less bandwidth) for the same reliable video quality normally transmitted in 1.5 Mbps.
"The most demanding video service providers around the globe trust our solutions. We can significantly reduce costs,
hardware needs, and even energy consumption without sacrificing video quality in both the TV and multi-screen worlds," said
Julien Signés, CEO, Envivio. "We believe we have just raised the bar for the whole industry."
The converged all-in-one headend can deliver live or offline content in all current formats; and provides advanced
functionalities such as content replacement (ads or blackouts), live stream monitoring, seamless input switching, and a
complete service view. All of these enhancements are delivered with up to 67% less rack space required while using up to 40%
less power.
Advantages for operators implementing the all-software headend include:
●
●
●
●
●

The ability to monetize targeted ads
Advanced content protection for premium services
No consumer premises equipment development is required
The software is CDN, device, format, and back-end agnostic
It can operate on public or private clouds, using standard IT architecture and tools needed to scale up to customer
demand.

Envivio's innovative software, known for both its video and audio superiority, is used to encode more than 150,000 live streams
worldwide at any time. The company's video processing, delivery, and monetization products are in use today by seven of the
Top Eight Tier 1 U.S. video service providers; nine of the Top 10 broadband providers and eight of the Top 10 global mobile

providers.
About Envivio
Envivio (NASDAQ: ENVI) is a global market leader and innovator of video software solutions that are trusted by video service
providers and content companies worldwide to power stunning video quality and captivating, personalized experiences to their
millions of viewers on their main screen as well as any device, over any network. Leveraging its pioneering and technically
superior virtualized video delivery solutions, Envivio enables video operators of any size to increase revenues and reduce
costs while uniquely providing the best-in-class quality, reliability, efficiency, and scalability to support the new age of video
anywhere. Envivio is headquartered in San Francisco, California with offices worldwide in France, China and Singapore. Visit
www.envivio.com for more information, or connect with us on LinkedIn.
Forward-Looking Statements
This press release contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and
Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, including statements regarding the features and benefits of Envivio's
products and the anticipated impact of its new products to revolutionize the way video providers, including satellite, terrestrial,
cable TV, broadband, and wireless IP networks, deliver live linear and multi-screen video services to all screens. Actual results
may vary materially due to a number of factors including, but not limited to, the risk that Envivio's products do not operate as
intended or do not receive market acceptance, unexpected changes in Envivio's business, failure to develop new and
enhanced products in a timely manner, the loss of a key customer, the loss of our sole source manufacturer, the loss of a key
supplier, claims of technology infringement, general economic conditions and other risks detailed from time to time in Envivio's
Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the year ended April 30, 2015 and other SEC reports, which can be found at www.sec.gov.
Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date
hereof. Envivio undertakes no obligation to publicly release or otherwise disclose the result of any revision to these forwardlooking statements that may be made as a result of events or circumstances after the date hereof or to reflect the occurrence
of unanticipated events.
Product information is intended to outline our general product direction, is not a commitment, promise or legal obligation to
deliver any material, code, or functionality, and should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision. The development,
release, and timing of any features or functionality described for our products, remains at our sole discretion. Envivio reserves
the right to modify future product plans at any time. These new software options may be purchased separately when and if
available.
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